Brookwood Science Olympiad hosted BISOT 2021 in January in a virtual format. The school competed against 45 teams and once again won overall in one of the largest high school tournaments in the region this year. Listed are Brookwood’s 17 awards in the top three stops, including an impressive seven in first place.

1st
- Niheer Patel and Krish Gandhi: Forensics
- Matthew Benton and William Li: Astronomy
- Simrah Qaddus and Amber Aslam: Protein Modeling
- Niheer Patel and Gloria Adeola: Designer Genes
- Matthew Benton and Thao My Vu: Machines
- Steven Li and William Li: Write it CAD it
- Tim Wang and Farhan Baig: Digital Structures
- Kaylee Fang and Steven Li: Disease Detectives
- Grace Guo and Niheer Patel: Ornithology
- Kaylee Fang and Steven Li: Anatomy
- Amber Aslam and Rebekah Aung: Experimental Data Analysis
- Kaylee Fang, Niheer Patel, Anya Kazmin: Protein Modeling
- Trang Vu and Jessica Keith: Designer Genes
- Jenny Qiu and Sydney Huang: Fossils
- Gloria Adeola and Grace Guo: Fossils
- Hannah Cook and Sydney Huang: Geologic Mapping
- Matthew Benton and Azeez Hussain: Detector Building

2nd
- Trang Vu and Jessica Keith: Food Science
- Jenny Qiu and Sydney Huang: Anatomy
- Gloria Adeola and Grace Guo: Anatomy
- Hannah Cook and Sydney Huang: Digital Structures
- Matthew Benton and Azeez Hussain: Design and Build

3rd
- Hannah Cook and Sydney Huang: Anatomy
- Matthew Benton and Azeez Hussain: Design and Build
- Gloria Adeola and Grace Guo: Fossils
- Matthew Benton and Azeez Hussain: Fossils
- Hannah Cook and Sydney Huang: Geologic Mapping
- Matthew Benton and Azeez Hussain: Detector Building